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system design to catch interesting potential disclosures
that transactions, when they are run, can make to an in
telligent user who is knowledgeable about those integrity
constraints. While proving the compatibility of integrity
constraints and database transactions has been examined
by a few researchers [e.g., [Gardarin and Melkanoff 79],
[Casanova and Bernstein 80],
[Nicolas 82],
[Henschen et al. 84]], we believe this to be the first analy
sis of using a transaction verifier to discover security lapses
caused by the maintenance of integrity.
In the ADABTPL environment
[Stemple and Sheard 87], database transactions are anal
ysed in the presence of integrity constraints with the
help of a theorem prover. In order to guarantee that
they will always respect integrity constraints when they
are run, the prover attem pts to establish a standard
theorem[Sheard and Stemple 86] and give several kinds of
feedback to the database designer depending on the way
the proof succeeds or fails [Stemple et al. 87],
If successfully run, a transaction does implicitly an
swer at least two sets of queries — the preconditions of
the transactions before the transaction ran, and the in
tegrity constraints afterwards. A transaction whose effect
is guaranteed to obey the integrity constraints can only fail
to run either because the inputs failed to meet their type
constraints or because the query evaluating the transac
tion’s preconditions returned fa ls e . A malicious user who
knows the integrity constraints, the preconditions, and the
input may therefore be able to learn secrets through obser
vation and diligent application of transactions. In case a
transaction runs successfully, it may be possible to repeat
it a finite number of times until it fails and thereby draw
further conclusions.
We introduce a formal means of specifying se c r e ts , that
allows mechanical analysis and detection of certain secu
rity lapses resulting from transactions; and we incorporate
this specification in ADABTPL, in which one can already
express integrity constraints.
In [Bancilhon and Spyratos 77], Bancilhon and
Spyratos defined a “protection problem” by the answers
to the following questions:
1. What do we protect?

Some infon nation in databases and knowledge bases of
ten needs to be protected from disclosure to certain users.
Traditional solutions involving multi-level mechanisms are
threatened by the user’s ability to infer higher level infor
mation from the semantics of the application. We con
centrate on the revelation of secrets through a user run
ning transactions in the presence of database integrity con
straints. We develop a method of specifying secrets for
mally that not only exposes a useful structure and equiv
alence among secrets but also allows a theorem prover to
detect certain security lapses during transaction compila
tion time.

1. Introduction
Some information in databases and knowledge bases of
ten needs to be protected from disclosure to certain users.
In a multilevel-secure system [Fernandez et al. 81] a user
is not allowed to see data at security levels higher than
his/her own by checking the classification levels of the user
and the data at each read/write operation. However, as
Morgenstern [Morgenstern 87] points out, “ ... a system ’s
security mechanism could not ... prevent the user’s ability
to infer higher level information based on the semantics of
the application — unless the system also had available to it
relevant knowledge of the application.” In this paper, we
consider the semantics defined by the database integrity
constraints and show that it is possible during database
*This paper is based on work supported by the National Science
Foundation under grants DCR-8503613 and IRI-8606424, and by the
Office of Naval Research University Research Initiative contract num
ber N00014-86-K-0764.
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Second, for a transaction, the preconditions specified
by the user and also the tests generated by the safety the
orem prover are analysed for revelatory power. It is quite
possible that certain sufficient tests (which are of interest
because they suggest cheaper means of run-time testing)
turn out to be se c u re while the tests they replace are not.
We consider this to be possibly valuable information for
the system designer and report it as feedback.
Third, the system helps detect whether or not the user
may, by running the transaction iteratively deduce more.
This is of particular importance when p a r tia l in fe r e n c e
[Morgenstern 87] is considered. A user is said to make
a partial inference about an entity that is being guarded
as a secret, if he/she gains knowledge that is capable of
reducing the uncertainty of the entity’s state by using se
mantics of the application e.g., the type constraints of the
data, the integrity constraints.
Now let us make a few remarks regarding the approach.
Though speed is generally considered a problem with the
orem provers, the safety theorem for the hire transaction
with 600 terms took 38 seconds on the TI Explorer II. In
general, the efficiency of the theorem prover depends on
the lemma base. With an inadequate lemma base, the
theorem prover wanders into never-never land trying an
unbounded number of possibilities. In short, speed de
pends on the well-preparedness of the theory the prover is
equipped with. In order to make the prover execute effi
ciently, we proved many theorems that deal with the inter
action of the database operations (insert, delete, update)
with the typical database constraint predicates so that the
bodies of those function and predicate definitions need
never be “opened up” during a proof process. Further,
we raised the level of generality of theorems by extending
the Boyer-Moore theorem prover to deal with higher-order
(generic) functions and meta-lemmas (lemmas containing
function variables).
Our analysis, focussing on transactions, is orthogo
nal to standard techniques for detection of compromise
through queries. Moreover, by no means do we claim to
detect all possible compromises resulting from inference
through transactions. We do attempt to show however
that an interesting class can be caught and subsequent re
search may expand on the class of compromises that can be
detected in this manner. Though the iterative transaction
example involves the sum function, we have not examined
statistical databases leaving it for future study since cur
rently our prover is not equipped with a theory for the
statistical functions.

2. Against whom do we protect?
3. How do we protect?
4. What does p r o te c t mean?
To put this paper in perspective, we will list our corre
sponding answers:
1. Information that has been declared secret.
2. Against a properly identified user who can interact
with the system by r u n n in g tr a n s a c tio n s .
3. By checking a t c o m p ile tim e to see if transactions can
reveal information improperly.
4. Making sure that the user cannot deduce secret in
formation from the success/failure of the transaction
when it is run.
Since most researchers have concentrated on secu
rity lapses through query evaluation, many of them
focussing on statistical databases [Dobkin et al. 79],
[Denning et al. 79], their answers to the last three ques
tions are different from ours.

2.

O verview o f our A pproach

The system designer using ADABTPL expresses in
tegrity constraints as part of the global schema defining
the object types, and specifies transactions as programs
in which the input type and preconditions are declared.
Designers are also allowed to specify secrets by means of
special formulas containing free variables. A breach of se
curity occurs when a user determines bindings for these
free variables that makes the formulas true.
It is assumed that the user1 is aware of the integrity
constraints and the preconditions as well as the body of
the transaction program. The aim of our system is to de
tect situations when the user (modelled as an excellent
deductive system) is able to learn one of the secrets by
virtue of running a transaction. This is done by making
our system im itate the user attempting to deduce the se
cret from knowledge gained by a transaction’s success or
failure. Note that we are never concerned about the actual
data in the database; our analysis is done at system design
time, i.e., during compilation of the transaction, at which
time the type restrictions and the integrity constraints con
stitute all the semantic information of the application.
First, we attem pt to prove for each of the secrets that
it is deducible from the integrity constraints alone. In the
(rather pathetic) case of one of these attem pts succeeding,
either the constraints are too strong and need to be relaxed,
or the attem pt at secrecy is overly ambitious and needs to
be curtailed.

3. T ransaction A nalysis and T heorem
Proving
In this section, we give an overview of our approach
to transaction analysis based on theorem proving at com
pile time. We introduce the salient features of the
ADABTPL language[Stemple and Sheard 87], followed by
the formulation of the safety theorem that the transac-

HVe do not discuss specifically the multi-level nature of the classi
fication of users. We assume just two levels.
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lion verifier works on. A transaction is sa fe if it pro
duces a database state obeying the integrity constraints
whenever its input database obeys those constraints (see
[Sheard and Stemple 86] for details). If the transaction
cannot be certified safe, several forms of feedback are of
fered [Stemple et a]. 87] including additional tests to be
added to the transaction’s preconditions, additional up
dates, and postconditions.
Our inference engine consists of several theorem provers
built on top of the kernel of a Boyer-Moore theorem prover
[Boyer and Moore 79). We have built the theories of three
abstract data types, finite sets, lists and tuples by proving
hundreds of theorems mechanically. Using these theorems
as rewrite rules, our safety verifier has proven mechani
cally the safety, i.e., the property of respecting the integrity
constraints of the database, of nontrivial transactions on
moderately constrained databases.
A user specifies a database with a schema (as in Fig
ure 1) comprising a set of type definitions: domain types,
tuple types, finite set types, and a database type, the last
typically consisting of a tuple type whose components are
relations. Each type, at any level, can have arbitrary pred
icates specified as integrity constraints on objects of that
type, and implicitly on any higher level type which contains
it. The totality of these predicates form a single predicate
stating the consistency property of database states. The
constraint classes which may be expressed in where clauses
include arithmetic constraints, set membership, set con
tainment, null intersection of two sets, universal and exis
tential quantification, redundancy of information in a tuple
with a function over a set (e.g., aggregate constraint).
ADABTPL is appropriate as a high level language for
users writing transactions. Figure 2 is a transaction writ
ten in this language. Note there is a header statement with
type declarations for input, and also the preconditions ex
pressed in the constraint language. A translator converts
this transaction program into functional2 form, that takes
a typed input and a database state and return an updated
database.
A safety theorem for a transaction / (in the functional
form) states that if given a consistent database state db
and well-typed input i, the transaction returns a consistent
database state. If IC is the integrity constraint on the
database, the safety theorem for T is:
IC(db) A TYPED (i) => IC (/(i,db)).
The safety theorem prover applies theorems (which we
nearly always call lemmas). A lemma is of the form

\

type
person= [ pid: number; pname: string;
placed: boolean ];
person-rel= set of person
where key(person-rel, pid);
job=[ jid: number; jdescript: string ];
job-rel= set of job where key(job-rel, jid);
company= [ cid: number; comp-nàme: string;
totsal: number];
company-rel= set of company
where key(company-rel, cid);
application= [pid: number; jid: number];
application-rel= set of application;
offer= [ cid: number; jid: number;
num-of-posns: number ]
where num-of-posns ^ 0 ;
offer-rel= set of offer
where key (offer-rei, cid, jid);
placem ent= [ pid: number; jid: number;
cid: number; salary: number ];
placement-rel= set of placement
where key(placement-rel, pid);
database job-agency :
[ persons: person-rel; jobs: job-rel;
applications: application-rel;
offerings: offer-rel;
companies: company-rel;
placements: placement-rel ]
where
contains(persons.pid, placements.pid) ;
contains(companies.cid, placements.cid) ;
contains(jobs.jid, placements.jid) ;
contains(jobs.jid, offerings .jid) ;
contains(companies.cid, offerings.cid) ;
contains(persons.pid, applications.pid) ;
contains(jobs.jid, applications.jid) ;
for x in persons
x.placed is-redundant-with
x.pid in placements.pid ;
null-intersection (applications.pid,
placements.pid);
for c in companies
c.totsal is-redundant-with
sum( (all p in placements
where p.cid = c.cid),
salary);

(L = R) <t= H,
where H is a hypothesis (conjunction of zero or more pred
icates) and (L = R) is a rewrite rule stored as an equation
and used in a left to right manner (the left-hand side L is
to be replaced by the right-hand side R if the hypothesis
II can be proved to be true with the current set of truths).

Figure 1: Schema of job-agency

2Our kernel theorem prover uses (heuristic-based) structural induc
tion proof techniques expoiting the recursive nature of functions. For
mechanical analysis, we express everything functionally.
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transaction hire (comp, hiree, jb, sal: number ) ;
preconditions
hiree in persons.pid ;
[comp, jb] in offerings.[cid, jid] ;
hiree not-in placements.pid ;
begin
update p in persons where p.pid = hiree by
[ placed := true ] ;
update o in offerings where
o.cid = comp and o.jid = jb by
if o.number-of-positions = 1
then delete o
else [ number-of-posns := number-of-posns —1 ] ;
insert [hiree, jb, comp, sal] into placements;
remove p from applications where p.pid = hiree;
update c in companies where c.cid = comp by
[ totsal := totsal + sal ]
end;

which is also the necessary and sufficient test for the va
lidity of the updated integrity expression given that the
integrity constraint held in the original database.
It may however be cheaper (in terms of run-time test
ing) to arrive at a s u ffic ie n t c o n d itio n that assures the same
predicate if true. Towards this end, the system attempts to
b a c k -c h a in from the residue and output a list of sufficient
conditions.
Consider a variation of the previous example in which
the transaction remains as before, but the constraint be
comes
contains(project(rl pid) project(r2 pid)).
The test obtained is
not(member(pid(a) project(r2 pid))).
If there is a lemma of the form
((test = true) •$= hypoth), then hypoth can be a suffi
cient test. Now consider a situation where r2 has a type
restriction (e.g., the pid of each element must be less than
1000) as part of the integrity constraint. The process of
back-chaining leads to the following sufficient tests:
1. project(r2 pid) = emptyset,and
2. r2 = empty set.
3. not(lessp(pid(a) 1000)).

Figure 2: Hire Transaction
Note that a function definition is a kind of rewrite rule
for rewriting calls of the function in terms of the function
body.
Higher order functions are used to encapsulate struc
tured updates and integrity constraint primitives. Lemmas
about higher-order functions are called meta-lemmas and
in part of the hypotheses. See [Sheard and Stemple 86] for
more on our use of the higher-order theory.
If the safety theorem prover is unable to establish the
safety theorem, it attempts to generate necessary and suf
ficient tests fallowed by a phase for better tests, some of
which may be only sufficient. For example, consider the
integrity constraint:

4. Detection of Insecurity
4.1 Modelling the User
We view the user as a deductive system U equipped
with a finite set of axioms (Horn clauses with equality)
and a sound but incomplete proof procedure. The axioms
consist of rewrite rules defining the basic data types and
the integrity constraints, and also rules if the database in
question is a deductive database or an expert database.
Following standard notation, we will write \~u p to mean
that the user is able to deduce the sentence (a formula
with no free variables) p from the axioms, and we will
write (q \~u p) if the user can deduce p by assuming q in
addition to the axioms.
At a given moment, let us assume the database to be in
state S . The contents of the database may be expressed as
ground (terms with no variables are called g r o u n d ) predi
cate terms. The database, i.e., the set of these predicate
terms is a model V of the axioms (the same axioms that
are known to the user). However the user may or may not
be aware of any of these ground terms — here we assume
that in state s0 the user is n o t aware of any of these ground
terms (except those entries in the database that are deriv
able from the axioms/rules). We will write |=x> p to mean
that p is a sentence that holds in the model T> , i.e., is true
in the database. We should really indicate the state of the
database and write \— ’-p p.
Now the database is capable of making transitions from
state s, to st+i as a result of the success of transaction Tj. If
at state s0, the user runs a transaction (that is guaranteed

contains(rl r2),
where rl and r2 are relations, and a transaction that
deletes an element from rl. We need to prove that the in
tegrity constraint is still valid after the deletion, i.e., that
the u p d a te d in te g r ity expression-.
contains(delete(a rl) r2)

q

holds given that the integrity constraint held on the origi
nal database. Thus, we need to prove the following:
contains(delete(a rl) r2) -t= contains(rl r2).
To prove the above formula, the system applies the rewrite
rule
(contains(delete(a rl) r2)) = (not(member(a r2)))
<= (contains(rl r2)).
and arrives at the unsimplifiable formula
not(member(a r2))
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4.3.1 O rd erin g o n P r ed ic a tes
We first define an ordering on predicate expressions.
The equivalence relation on closed formulas (i.e., predicate
expressions with no free variables) is straightforward. Two
closed formulas p and q are equivalent when p => q and
q => p . N o w we define a relation >* on the partition gen
erated by this equivalence class. Define
q > . P <-* q => PAs usual, q > , p iff q => p but p q.

to respect the integrity constraints if they were true to start
with) with precondition p (a formula with free variables),
then the user can add the sentence p(i) (i being the inputs
to the transaction) to U (in deductive style we will write
h2'p(i)); If not successful, (not p(i)) can be added instead.
For this paper, we will concentrate on additions to the
knowledge of the user a b o u t s ta te s0 and hence for clarity,
we will simply use the notation h in place of h y . Similarly
we will use |= instead of \—jjIn addition to learning that preconditions hold by suc
cessfully executing a transaction, the user can learn from
the integrity constraints as postconditions of a successful
transaction, fly repeating a transaction, the user may in
crementally extend his/her knowledge about the state s0For example, consider a database entity x that satisfies a
constraint predicate q (i.e., q(x) = true). Let a transaction
update x by applying function / to it (and nothing else).
If this is successful, the sentence q (/(x )) is true in state s0,
and if iterated n times, then the formula q(/" (x)) is also
true in state s0. We will illustrate later an application that
uses this kind of knowledge increase.

4.2

Claim: >* is a partial order.
Proof: omitted. []
4.3.2 O rd erin g on S ecrets
Let a secret be specified by a formula s having n free
variables Xi, ..., x„ and written s(x). Given a secret, an
a n s w e r s u b s titu tio n is defined as a set of ordered pairs, the
first of each pair being a variable (here belonging to the set
of free variables) and the second a term, such that there is
only one ordered pair with a given variable as first element.
Given a secret s(x), call an answer substitution 8 to ta l if
each variable X ; in x appears as a first element of a pair in
8. The application of an answer substitution 8 to a secret
s(x) is denoted as s(x).fb Clearly s ( x ) . 8 is a closed formula
(i.e., one without free variables) if 8 is total for s(x). From
now we will assume that answer substitutions are total for
the relevant formula expressing a secret. We will often use
the term “solution” in place of total answer substitution
for brevity.
Now let us define the equivalence of two secrets. Two
secrets s(x) and t(y) are said to be e q u iv a le n t (~ ):
s(x) ~ t(y) <->
user-derives(s(x), t(y)) A user-derives(t(y), s (*))
where user-derives(s(x), t(y)) =
V</> 38: (s(x), <j>) (t(y), 8 ),
and c—> is defined as a relation between pairs of secrets and
solutions by
((s(x), <j>) *(t(y), 8 )) <-»[ (|= s ( x ) 4 ) => (s(x).<£ F t(y).0)]

Specifying secrets

Secrets are specified as formulas with free variables
(these variable names are prefixed with an asterisk). The
set <S of such formulas defines the set of secrets.
For example, in a relation rl, let the instances of a key
attribute cl be a secret. This is expressed by the formula
s 6 <S :
s = for-some(project(rl c l) p)
where p(x) = (x = *val)
which has the free variable *val. If the user can establish in
the truth of the above formula (or some other formula
s: € S ) by obtaining an answer substitution (binding *val
to a term with no free variables) that makes the above
formula true, the secret is revealed.

U

4.3 O rderings on Form ulas

If for <j>a solution to s, a solution 8 can be derived for t,
we say that the pair (s,<^) lea d s to a s o lu tio n pair (t,0), or
using the r e l a t i o n w e write (s,</>)<—>(t,0). The predicate
user-derives says that for a n y s o lu tio n <j> to s, a solution 8
can be derived for t. Intuitively, if it is possible to derive a
solution to t for every solution to s and vice-versa, the two
secrets are equivalent. Consider for example the two secret
formulas even(*x) and odd(*x) where *x has type number.
If the following rules are known about these predicates:
even(x) => even(x+2), and
even(x) =>■ o d d (x + l),
then even(*x) ~ odd(*x); these two predicates being in
terdependent and mutually definable, it is intuitively clear
that these two secrets should indeed be equivalent.

We wish to demonstrate a structure on the universe of
specifiable secrets. We will show that there is an equiv
alence class on secret formulas based on inference. This
notion is useful since it formally captures the idea that
some secrets are related in that if one is broken into, each
of the others is violated as well, and also because it cuts the
work needed to detect revelation since the specification set
can be trimmed by including only one member from each
partition generated by the equivalence relation in S . Then
we show a partial order that captures the structure exist
ing among some secrets in which revelation of one leads to
revelation of the other but not necessarily vice-versa. We
will show later how this is useful in capturing the notion
of partial inference.
We start by introducing an ordering on formuléis — the
ordering being defined by logical implication.

Observation 1: If (s,<f>) ■—> (t,0) and (t,0) <—» (u ,a), then
(s,</) (u,a).
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Claim:

Proof: Let (s,0) ■—> (t,$),
i.e., [ (|= s(x).0) => (s(s).0 h t(y).0)]
Assuming s (x).<p, t ( y ) - 8 must be derivable. But U is
sound. Hence it follows that |= t (y ).8
Since (t,0) <—> (u,a), it follows that
[ (1= t(y)-fl) =>
•" u('2)-«)l
By Modus Ponens, it follows that (l (jy).O h u(^).a
Hence we have [ (|= s(z).0) => (s(x).0 u(z).a)]
i.e., (s,0) <-> (u,a). []

is a partial order.

Proof: omitted. []

4.4 Relationship between Integrity Con
straints and Secrets
Integrity constraints expressing invariants of the mod
elled world can be assumed to be known by anyone. When
a transaction is run successfully, it is known that the sub
sequent state of the database satisfies the integrity con
straints. Also when a certified transaction fails, it can be
inferred that the preconditions failed with the input it was
given. Thus transaction successes and failures give a view
of the database in the light of the integrity constraints and
therefore potentially of the secrets.

Observation 2: If user-derives(s,t) and user-derives(t,u)
then user-derives(s,u).
Proof: Let 0 O be any solution to s.
Since user-derives(s,t), i.e., V 03 8: (s ,<j>) <—> (t ,8 ),
we have 3 such that (s,0o) > (t, 8 0).
Since user-derives(t,u) i.e., V a3 0 : (t,a ) <—> (u,/3),
we have 3 0o such that (t,0o) > (u,/?o)By Observation 1, it follows that (s,0o) » (u ,0 o )i.e., V <^3 0 : (s ,<j>) ( u ,0 ) ,
i.e., user-derives(s,u). [j

4.5 Checking for Revelation
Checking for revelation of secrets is an exercise in logic
programming in which an attempt is made to find bind
ings for the free variables in the secret formulas. W ith the
secret in question as the goal, the logic program attempts
to find bindings for the free variables using a set of for
mulas as the program. The set of formulas comprises the
integrity constraints, the precondition of the transaction,
and the type-predicates that the input must satisfy. If the
transaction takes an input a of type t, then a is treated
as a constant, with the ground axiom type-t(a) assumed
to hold. Note that the traditional logic programming ap
proach to databases differs from ours primarily in that we
do not use the ground facts in the database. Now let us
discuss how our system is designed to check for revelation.
This description is followed by an example.
First, to discover whether or not the integrity con
straints reveal secrets by themselves, we check to see if any
of the secrets are derivable (in the sense explained) from
the integrity constraints alone. In this case the logic pro
gram does not include a transaction’s preconditions or type
predicates — only the integrity constraints are assumed as
truths as each secret is tried as a goal. If this is successful,
it means that the integrity constraints “contain” some of
the secrets.
Next, transactions are analysed for their secret disclo
sure potential. As noted above, once a transaction runs,
the user learns that the preconditions to the transactions
must be true. During the safety proof of a transaction (cer
tification of nonviolation of integrity constraints), tests are
generated that are then added by the system designer as
preconditions. Even if the user is not aware of these tests,
it must be assumed that he/she will be able to infer these
from his/her knowledge of the integrity constraints. The
question is, “Can the user deduce a secret after a transac
tion is run?” To check this, the prover takes the role of the
user, assumes the integrity constraints and the above tests
as truths, and attempts to find an answer substitution for
the secret. Note again that no actual data in the database

Claim: ~ is an equivalence class.
Proof: on.itted. []
Now we will define an ordering on secrets. Let S be
the set of secrets for the given database, and S = <S / ~ ,
i.e., the set S under the quotient of ~ . and let [s] denote
the partition containg s.
Given [s],[t] g S, [s] > , [t] if for s € [s], t € [t] userderives(s, t). In other words s is a s tr o n g e r secret than t if
whenever a solution to s is found, one to t is also deducible.
Claim: > a is a partial order.
Proof: omitted. []
An ordering on answer substitutions is also induced.
Two substitutions 8 and 0 total for a secret s are equiva
lent:
■ 8 ^ i > <-» ((s, 6) ■—>(s, 0 )) A ((s, ip) >(s, 8 )).
In other words, whenever 8 is a solution to s, so is ip and
vice-versa. For example, consider a secret s(*n,*m) where
it is known that:
prime(a) A prime(b) A s(a,v) => s(b,v)
In other words, s is a relation in which all prime first argu
ments have the same second argument. Now if 8 returns
the solution ((n 3) (m 55)), i.e., {n<—3, m<—55}, and ip
returns ((n 7) (m 55)), i.e., {n<—7, m<—55}, then the two
answers are equivalent. Now in the equivalence class of
these bindings, two bindings are ordered:
[0] h [ 4> ] if 0 € [ ip ], 0 G [ <P ] (s, 0 ) c->(s, 0)
where both answers are total for a secret s. In other words,
0 is a b e tte r answer than 0 if whenever 0 is a solution, 0
also is. For example, in the above example with even(*x),
the solution *xt—2 is a (strictly) better solution than *x<—4.
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Further, recall that during test generation, sufficient
tests are also generated for better performance in the sense
that it is cheaper in terms of run-time testing. For the
above example, a s u ffic ie n t test:
t l = member(c2(a) project(r2 c2))
is generated. Although tl will rule out the transaction
being run under certain conditions, the original test can
be factored into a cheap test tl and a more expensive test
t2 = member(c2(a) project(rl cl)) A
not(member(c2 (a) project(r2 c2)))
It is found that tl does not reveal a secret but t2 does. In
other words, one sufficient test (i.e, t l) is secure, whereas
another (i.e., t2) is insecure.

needs to be known at his stage. All input to the trans
action may be assumed to be constants and all semantic
knowledge in an expert database (Horn clause rules per
haps) may be used.
Further, recall that during test generation, cheaper
(typically with better run-time performance) tests which
are only sufficient are also generated. In case the transac
tion is found to be insecure, these sufficient tests are ex
amined at the request of the designer. Some of these tests
may turn out to be secure in which case the system de
signer has the option of including the sufficient lest for the
version of the transaction that the low-classification user
may run. Thus the suggested sufficient tests have a utility
in terms of security enhancement as well. (Of course, they
will preclude the transaction’s being run in certain safe
cases for the user in question, but that may be acceptable
to the designer.)
Thus, at this stage the designer may learn that though
safe in terms of meeting integrity constraints, the transac
tion is potentially insecure. There are several steps he/she
may take at this stage — the most obvious one being a
change in the transaction. Other steps include reclassifica
tion of users, and a change in the schema (for example a
change in key attributes or a change in the integrity con
straints). All this depends on the ingenuity of the system
designer and our system makes no effort in that direction.
We now illustrate the above procedure using simple ex
amples.
Let us assume that the formula s expressed in the
last section is indeed a secret. Assume also that there is a
relation r2 which has no associated secrets, but is related
to rl through an integrity constraint IC where
IC = contains(project(rl c l) project(r2 c2))
Now consider a transaction that simply inserts an element
a into r2. This transaction may be run by a user at a lower
level of classifiction than that of rl and so any knowledge
gleaned by that user about rl could be damaging. The
safety theorem prover that attempts to certify that the
transaction meets the integrity constraints detects a nec
essary and sufficient test

4.6 Partial Inference and Iteration of
Transaction
Morgenstern [Morgenstern 87] explains the need for
taking into account p a r tia l inferences. Partial inferences
are said to be made about an entity y if the user’s un
certainty in y ’s value is reduced by his/her knowledge of
another entity x. He cites the example of the reduction in
the uncertainty about the zip code if the area code part of
the telephone number is given.
Here, we attempt to take into account this notion of
partial inference especially when secrets involve equalities.
We will also show how repeated executions of a transac
tion can increase a user’s partial inference power. In case
this sequence of transaction executions terminate owing
to a violation of an integrity constraint, the knowledge of
when this limit is reached may sharpen the user’s partial
inference.
First secrets involving equalities are marked as candi
dates for partial inference. Let s be such a secret of the
form (d = *v). The system examines the type of the term
d — if it is of type number or an enumerated type, or a
user-defined type with a total order, the system can offer
the designer a sequence of progressively weaker formulas
say s', s", such that s > , s' > , s". Selection of one of
the formulas, say s', indicates that detection of this would
constitute an unacceptable partial inference.
Now suppose it is found that an integrity constraint q
returns bindings for s". This in itself is not worrisome since
that is not a powerful enough inference, but let there be
a transaction with a precondition p that refines q. This,
would mean that by running this transaction, a user may
know more about some entity than was apriori evident
from the integrity constraint alone. It could well be that
by repeatedly running this transaction, it would be possible
to refine this knowledge even further and eventually reveal
s'. We will show that such indeed is the case. We will
examine a sequence in which a transaction is repeated until
an integrity constraint is violated. The following lemmas
will make this more precise.

member(c2(a) project(rl c l)), or a.c2 6 project(rl,cl).
To check for secret revelation, the prover takes the role of
the user, assumes the integrity constraints and the above
test as truths3, and attempts to find an answer substitution
for the secret.
First, using a rewrite rule, the secret is rewritten to
member(*val project(rl cl)), or *val G project(rl,cl)
and then the logic programming technique leads to a bind
ing *val<—c2(a), i.e., the c2-component of a, the input to
the transaction under consideration. This illustrates how
the successful running of a transaction can reveal the se
cret and how this fact may be detected during transaction/system design.

Definition: q d ire c tly rev e a ls s th ro u g h 9 if q contains no
free variables and can be rewritten to r, i.e., q r, such
that r unifies with s returning an answer substitution 9.

3if there is more than one precondition, their conjunction is as
sumed .true.
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Theorem 1: I f s ,s 0,s 1,s 2 G S , s u c h th a t s0 , sj are c o m p le 
m e n ta r y , s = Jo A Si A s 2, a n d s 2 c o n ta in s n o fre e v a ria b le s
o th e r th a n th o se in s0 a n d s it th e n i f fo r m u la s p 0, ..., p n
a re s u c h th a t p;+i > , p i, (r e s p e c tiv e ly >« , 0 < i < n ) , a n d
h Po, ..., h p n , a n d h ~ p n+i, a n d p; d ire c tly rev e a ls So
th ro u g h ipi, (0 < i < n + 1 ) , th e n
( i ) V’n h 'P n -i h ■■■ h 'Po (r e s p e c tiv e ly y ),
( i i) ~ p n+1 revea ls s i (th r o u g h a , s a y ), a n d
( i n ) (p0, ..., p„+i} rev e a ls s p r o v id e d s 2.(ip n U a ) h o ld s.

Definition: p rev e a ls s th ro u g h 9 if p => q, and q directly
reveals s through 9.
Definition: p (d ir e c tly ) rev e a ls s if for some 9 , p (directly)
reveals s through 9.
In other words, q directly reveals s through 9 if q can
be eventually rewritten (using two-way equality rewritelemmas) to a formula r such that the latter unifies with s
using 9. We drop the qualifier “directly” if q is allowed to
rewrite to r using one-way rewrites, i.e., q implies r through
a chain of implications.
The two following lemmas state that if q offers a so
lution to a secret s, and p is a formula that implies q,
then knowing p one knows at least as much as knowing
q (Lemma 1), and the solution through p could be more
informative (Lemma 2).

Proof: Since h p0, we have |=po- Since p0 directly
reveals s0, and p;+1 > , p;, (0 < i < n), by Lemma 1 we
have Pi reveals s0, for 0 < i < n. In fact, we are given
the stronger condition that pi directly reveals s0. By
Lemma 2, we have i p n y i p „ - i ... y i p 0 (respectively
Since s0 and Si are complementary, and p„+i di
rectly reveals So, it follows from the above observation
that ~p„+i directly reveals Si.
We have So-V’n = true, and s i.a = true. Now ( ip„
U a) is well defined provided there is no conflict in
assignments to variables. If well defined, So, s, are both
true under the answer substitution (V’n U a ) . Hence s
would be true provided s 2.(ipn U a) is true.[]

Lemma 1: I f |= p , |= g, p >» q, a n d q rev e a ls s th ro u g h 6,
th e n p rev e a ls s th ro u g h 9.

Proof: Since p >» q, we have p => q; since q reveals
s through 9, we must have q r, r f t s .6. Hence it
follows that p r, r s .9, i.e., p reveals s through #.[]
Lemma 2: I f |= q, |= p , q d ir e c tly rev e a ls s th ro u g h 6, p
>„ q (r e s p e c tiv e ly p > , q ), a n d p d ire c tly re v e a ls s th ro u g h

i f , th e n i p

This theorem says that if a secret is of the form above,
and the component s0 can be solved by formula p0, and if
the user is able to derive progressively stronger formulas
Po
Pn (with more informative answers by Lemma 1),
the process terminating with the formula ~ p n+1, then the
secret s is revealed with the last two answer substitutions
giving the condition through s2. Note that S2 has no free
variables other than those in So and sj, and hence s 2.(ipn
U a ) is a ground term and it can be viewed as a condition
on the inputs to the transaction that allow the secret to
be revealed.
To illustrate the use of the above theorem, consider the
schema and transaction in figures 1 and 2. Assume there
is an integrity constraint:
for-all(companies, p0) where
po(x) = (totsal(x) < maxsalary) meaning that the total
salary for any company is bounded above. Let the total
salary for each company also be a secret. Since the total
salary for a company is also equal to the sum of the salaries
for the company in the placements relation, the formula for
the secret takes the form:

9 (r e s p e c tiv e ly i p y 9 ).

Proof: Since q reveals s ( v ) through 9, q must be equiva
lent (through equality rewrites) to some formulaq0 such
that q0 unifies with s(v) returning 6 = { v * — z}, where z
is a vector of constant terms. Now let us denote by by
q0(ÿ) the term we get from q0 by replacing all occur
rences of z by variables from y . Then we have q <=>
qo(z)T he case p = q is trivial, so we will focus on p >» q.
Since p >» q, p => q, and q p. Since p directly re
veals s through T p , p 4ft q0(c), where c is a vector of con
stants and i p = { v t — c}, Then we must have q q0(c),
and hence, q0(z) ^ qo(c)> i.e., 0^ i p .
Also we must have, q0(c) =ft qo(z), i.e., t p ^ i p . Hence
r p y 9. Referring to the diagram below,
p

=>

$

q0(c)=s.V>

?

q

$

qo(zj= s.0

the 7-cutry can only be filled in with =ft , not with

s = (sum(salary rl) = *val)

<=•0

where *val is a variable, and rl is the selection of one
company from the placements relation. Now when the lure
transaction inserts a tuple in the placements relation, and
increments the totsal field of the companies relation by sal,
the input to the transaction, the integrity constraint above
must hold for the transaction to be successful. The secret
can be revealed by iterating the hire transaction, as we will
show using Theorem 1.
As an aside, this situation would also occur if there are
two relations rl and r2 with r2 contained within rl, salary

Before we state the main theorem of this section, let us
have one definition.
Definition: Two (secret) formulas s0, sj 6 S are said to
be c o m p le m e n ta r y if so is of the form (not s() where s( is
Sj apart from a renaming of free variables.
Observation: If two (secret) formulas so, sj € S are com
plementary, then whenever some p directly reveals s0, ~ p
must directly reveal si.
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solutions for so and Sj respectively. These get rewritten
through the use of rewrite rules pushing the composition
of the addition function as multiplication into:
totsal < (maxsalary - (n * sal)), and
totsal > (maxsalary - (addl(n) * sal)) respectively. These
give solutions for So and Si as promised by the theorem and
S2 yields the condition for revelation of s':
(sal < d). In other words, if the input (to the transaction)
sal is chosen to be d or less, then the secret s' is revealed
after n iterations.
We have shown by this example, how by iterating a
transaction, it is possible for the user to sharpen his/her
knowledge about a secret, i.e., infer its value partially, and
how it is possible to detect this in some cases.

being a common attribute; The total salary computed by
summing the salaries of all the tuples in relation rl is a
secret (as expressed by a formula such as s above); and the
user runs a transaction that inserts a tuple into the smaller
relation r2.
Now let us examine how the theorem can be applied.
First, s is weakened to the formula
s' = (sum(salary rl) < * v l ) A (sum(salary rl) > *v2) A
((*vl - *v2) < d).
In other words, the formula s' with two free variables *vl
and *v2 states that the sum of salaries is bounded on
two sides by *vl and *v2 and the bounds are less than
d apart, where d is a constant. Note that s' is of the form
So A Si A S2 , where s0 and Si are complementary.
Let us replace the term sum (rl salary) by totsal and
consider p0 to be to be an integrity constraint:
(totsal < max sal ary). Note that p0 directly reveals s0, and
So can be viewed as s", a weaker version of s'. Now if the
transaction runs to completion, then the user knows that
the formula
P! = ((sal + totsal) < maxsalary),
is true and that its complement is true if it does not. Note
that pi > , po if sal ^ 0.
Now consider the iteration of this transaction. It turns
out that p,+i > , pi if the (i+l) th transaction runs success
fully and the user is able to deduce p,+i, i.e., p p,+ 1 . Next
we check to see if for some positive integer n it is possible
for the transaction to be successful n times and then fail.
One way of showing this is to prove the termination of the
recursive function g that takes parameters x, p, and f and
is defined by

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We have taken a deductive approach to the problem of
security enforcement and have shown how secrets can be
specified formally and how such a specification leads to an
interesting and useful structure among secrets — a struc
ture based on the notion of equivalence and partial order
ing. Our focus has been on a diligent user who can observe
the success/failure of transactions and uncover secrets by
making inferences based on the rich semantics offered by
the database integrity constraints and rules in a deductive/expert data/knowledge base. The instrument we use
is a theorem prover and all analysis is done at compilation
time. We have shown also that when partial inference is
not tolerable, that too can be specified. Our last theorem
shows how by repeating transactions, incremental partial
inference may lead to complete revelation, and this case
can be detected. This m ethod of secrecy specification and
detection of compromise needs a theorem prover, but is
not otherwise restricted to the ADABTPL environment.
In the ADABTPL environment, database transactions
are analysed in the presence of integrity constraints and
feedback is given to the designer about whether the trans
action respects those constraints, possible tests that could
be incorporated to correct for violations, if any, and some
simple postconditions. The extension proposed in this pa
per would give feedback regarding security from an anal
ysis of the transaction, but apart from some simple hand
testing, has not been implemented at the moment of writ
ing.

termination-test (x p f) =
if p (x)
then termination-test (f(x) p f)
else x
where we have:
p(y) = (y < maxsalary),
f(z) = (sal + z).
Our prover being based on the Boyer-Moore theoremprover, it can certify functions as provably terminating if
it can find a measure function M that reduces on every
recursive call. It must prove that
p(x) =$■ lessp(M (f(x)) (M x)).
Detecting such a measure function through inspection of f
is not easy and we know of no general method. W ith the
help of heuristics and help from a system expert, it is pos
sible to devise a handful of measure functions that work
for most simple update functions. In this case the measure
function that works is given by
M(x) = difference(maxsalary x).
provided that sal ^ 0.
At this point the prover has established that if the
transaction is repeated, the sequence must terminate for
some n. From Lemma 2, it follows that it is enough to con
centrate on p(P*(totsal)) and ~p(f*+1(totsal)) the last two
of the progressively more informative formulas which give
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